Hyaluronic-Acid-Hydroxyapatite Colloidal Gels Combined with Micronized Native ECM as Potential Bone Defect Fillers.
One of the grand challenges in translational regenerative medicine is the surgical placement of biomaterials. For bone regeneration in particular, malleable and injectable colloidal gelsare frequently designed to exhibit self-assembling and shear-response behavior which facilitates biomaterial placement in tissue defects. The current study demonstrated that by combining native extracellular matrix (ECM) microparticles, i.e., demineralized bone matrix (DBM) and decellularized cartilage (DCC), with hyaluronic acid (HA) and hydroxyapatite (HAP) nanoparticles, a viscoelastic colloidal gel consisting exclusively of natural materials was achieved. Rheological testing of HA-ECM suspensions and HA-HAP-ECM colloidal gels concluded either equivalent or substantially higher storage moduli (G' ≈ 100-10 000 Pa), yield stresses (τy ≈ 100-1000 Pa), and viscoelastic recoveries (G'recovery ≥ 87%) in comparison with controls formulated without ECM, which indicated a previously unexplored synergy in fluid properties between ECM microparticles and HA-HAP colloidal networks. Notable rheological differences were observed between respective DBM and DCC formulations, specifically in HA-HAP-DBM mixtures, which displayed a mean 3-fold increase in G' and a mean 4-fold increase in τy from corresponding DCC mixtures. An initial in vitro assessment of these potential tissue fillers as substrates for cell growth revealed that all formulations of HA-ECM and HA-HAP-ECM showed no signs of cytotoxicity and appeared to promote cell viability. Both DBM and DCC colloidal gels represent promising platforms for future studies in bone and cartilage tissue engineering. Overall, the current study identified colloidal gels constructed exclusively of natural materials, with viscoelastic properties that may facilitate surgical placement for a wide variety of therapeutic applications.